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1d6 Thief Skill Checks (roll out of 6)
Level Climb 

walls

Pick 

Pockets‡

Hear 

sounds

Hide 

Shadows

Move 

silently‡

Open 

locks

1-3 2/6 2/6 2/6 2/6 2/6 2/6

4-6 3/6 2/6 3/6 3/6 2/6 3/6

7-9 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6

‡ Add DEX modifier to this target number



1d6 Skill Checks
Stat Score Modifier to roll

3-4     -2 Poor

5-8     -1 Subpar

9-12     +0 Average

13-16     +1 Good

17-18     +2 Excellent

Difficulty Chance
Add modifier

normal 3/6

Challenging 2/6

Hard 1/6

Severe 0/6

Heroic -1/6



Difficulty Ratings
● Easy: An average person can do something easy reliably. Even someone 

untrained or subpar can do easy things more often than not.  
● Normal: An average person can do something of normal difficulty more often than 

not. For someone untrained or subpar, a task of normal difficulty is a toss-up. 
● Challenging: For an average person, something is challenging is a toss-up. 

Someone untrained or subpar will fail at a task that is challenging more often than 
not.

● Hard: An average person will tend to fail at a hard task more often than not. For 
someone skilled or excellent, a hard task is a toss-up.

● Severe: Someone skilled or excellent will fail at a severely difficult task more than 
they will succeed. For a master or supremely talented person a severely difficult 
task is a toss-up. 

● Heroic: Something is heroic if the average person can't do it at all. You have to be 
skilled or excellent even to have a prayer. Even masters or supremely talented 
people fail more often than not at heroic tasks. 

● Epic: Something is epic if even a skilled or talented person can't do it at all. Only 
a master or legendarily talented person even has a prayer. This is the most 
difficult check possible.

●



Statistics
Difficulty Chance

without 
modifier

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

normal 3/6 1/6 2/6 3/6 4/6 5/6

Challenging 2/6 0 1/6 2/6 3/6 4/6

Hard 1/6 0 0 1/6 2/6 3/6

Severe 0/6 0 0 0 1/6 2/6

Heroic -1/6 0 0 0 0 1/6


